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Public Safety: Beware 
of magazine peddiers
Illegal vendors can be pushy,unsafe
By C y n d i S m ith
StaN Writer
Each fali, a wave of magazine 
salespeopie hit campus. To most stu­
dents, they are pushy and annoying. To 
Pubiic Safety, these saiespeople are 
breaking the law and can be dangerous.
Magazine solicitors — usually students 
from out of state — are not permitted to 
solicit on campus. Public Safety Officer 
Bob Schumacher said.
"These salespeople are usually hard- 
sellers, using obnoxious behavior to 
pressure  students in to  buy ing ,”  
Schumacher said.
Schumacher said rqx>rts of salespeople 
walking into open dorm rooms and stick­
ing their feet in doors about to be closed 
on them have been filed.
"We want to keep a safe environment 
in the residence hidls, and with these 
people around there is the possibility of 
theft and other crimes," he said.
Dorm residents usually call and report 
magazine sales, but Schumacher said by 
the time Public Safety arrives, the solici­
tors are usually gone.
" If  we do find them, we give them a 
warning," Schumacher said. "And if 
they return to campus within 72 hours, 
they are arrested," he said.
No arrests have ever been made.
The only physical conflict between a 
salesperson and a student occurred last 
September.
Two women were selling magazines in 
front of the Administration Building, 
when a dispute broke out between a male 
student and one of the women. The man 
apparently demanded his money back 
and a fight broke out between them.
A Public Safety officer cited the two 
women for selling without a permit and 
confiscated S200 of their money. The 
women, working for TKO Sales in Texas, 
never appeared in court and now have a 
warrant out for their arrest.
Schumacher urged students who see 
magazine salespeople to call Public Safe­
ty or a Coordinator of Student 
Development in the dorms immediately, 
not because they can be annoying, but 
because they can be dangerous.
"We don’t want strangers in our resi­
dence halls."
Full Circle helps mourners, 
provides ‘care and support’
By JaacTkonpMNi
By sharing  their experiences, 
strengths and hopes, some Cal Poly stu­
dents are helping each other deal with 
issues of death, dying and the mourning 
process.
The students are memben of Full Cir­
cle. a voluntary support group that 
meets at no charge to iu members.
Akhough Full Cirde is not a religious 
organization, members may, if they 
desire, share their spiritual and religious 
fedings.
The Cirde is part of Hospice, a non­
profit, mostly volunteer community 
organization, and has the support of Cal 
Poly’s Student Affairs.
Marcy Villa, executive director of 
Hospice, said the program at Cal Poly 
began about three years ago.
"Unfortunately many coUege-age in­
dividuals have experienced significant 
losses," she said. "The Hospice Full 
Q rde  group provides a forum of care and 
support."
Stephan R. Lamb, former assistant 
housing director at Cal Poly, was the 
first to identify the need for a support 
group on campus. Villa said.
Lamb, on leave from the university, is 
president of the Hospice board of direc­
tors.
Pamela Roper, a senior human 
devdopment major, is a member of Full 
Cirde. Roper’s grandmother died after a 
long illness some years ago.
Roper, who joined the group recently, 
said there is "joy in learning and grow­
ing from experiences" shared in the 
meetings.
Roper began a two-quarter internship 
at Hospice this fall. She is working on 
the Light Up a Life memorial trees pro­
ject.
“ Lightt will shine on the HoapiM 
Memorial Tree in the Mission Plaza this 
holiday season," she said.
The lights, to be strung on nine trees 
throughout the county, are donations in 
memory of someone special or to honor 
someone living, she added.
Students who have lost someone close 
to them can also seek a number of other 
programs.
Dorothy Jefferson. Cal Poly’s contact 
for Full Circle, said she may refer a stu­
dent to the campus counseling center or 
the Health Center, a clergyman or to 
another Hospice program.
"We understand their loss," she said.
Pursuing knowledge...
According to a recent survey, 
students across America are leaving 
college without knowing the basic 
tenets of history and philosophy. 
Find out what the Los Angeles 
Times had to say about that.
V a n i t y  f a i r , . .
LANCt KOOAMliMiMf DMy
Camala Martin, at laft, poaaa for a fashion photo class while instructor Norman Lamer 
diacuaaae photography tachniqua to aanior art and design student Mkhalla Wilson.
Crafty conversation...
Is broadcast journalism the glamorous, 
professional world you thought it was? 
TV anchorwoman Christine Craft has a 
lot to say otherwise.
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Second Opinion
Ignorance should be addressed
The latest evidence describing the cultural ignorance of many 
college students is presented in a Gallup Poll commissioned by 
the National Endowment for the Humanities.
A majority of the 696 seniors at 67 colleges who were asked 
couldn’t identify Magna Carta or name the author of "The 
Tempest." Only 58 percent knew that the Civil War was fought 
sometime between 1850 and 1900.
Fully 60 percent were unable to say who was president at the 
time of the Korean War. The author of "The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock" was identified as T.S. Eliot by only about 17 
percent of those who took the 87-question test.
Lynne V. Cheney, chair of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, says the test shows that too many students are 
graduating from college without knowing "basic landmarks of 
history and thought."
True enough. No less true, and no less disturbing, is that large 
numbers of students are entering college having never been ex­
posed to or having never grasped certain basic facts and ideas.
It may be good news that 75 percent of those asked knew or — 
since it was a multiple choice test — correctly guessed that Col­
umbus first landed inthe Western Hemisphere before 1500. It’s 
dismal news that 25 percent didn’t know.
Cheney uses this latest poll to argue again that colleges should 
require all students to enroll in a core curriculum embracing 50 
hours of study in five basic areas of knowledge: cultures and 
civilizations, including non-European civilizations; foreign 
languages; concepts of mathematics; the natural sciences; the 
social sciences.
An increasing number of colleges, in fact, seem to be adopting 
or returning to that approach, often with variations of their own.
But surely it’s not necessary to wait until college before in­
troducing young people to some of the ideas and skills the core 
curriculum offers. Most children spend a dozen years in the 
classroom before some of them go on to higher education.
That is plenty of time to expose them more intensely to some of 
the more important things that happened in history, to some of 
the world’s great books, to what the sciences are all about.
"From each according to his ability, to each according to his 
need,’’ wrote Karl Marx. Except 23 percent of college seniors 
think the words are to be found in the Constitution of the United 
States. Clearly, there’s a lot of work to be done.
— From the Los Angeles Times, Oct. 10.
LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 200 words and in­
clude the author’s name, address, phone number and major/title. 
They may be dropped in the Opinion Editor’s box in the Graphic 
Arts Building, room 226. The editor reserves the right to edit 
letters for length, clarity and factual content. If you wish to ex­
press a lengthier opinion, contact the Opinion Editor in GRC 226 
or call 756-1143 for a possible guest column.
Reporter’s Notebook
Student enjoys speaker at forum
Most of us can’t picture 
ourselves as defendants, let alone 
victims. But where would you 
turn if your civil rights were vio­
lated? What if you were 
brutalized by the police, as hap­
pened last year to a Cal Poly 
student, or were the target of 
sexual harassment, as has occur­
red in our city government?
These citizens have called the 
local chapter of the American 
Civil Liberties Union for legal in­
formation and advice.
Tuesday night, 1 attended an 
Awareness Forum at the new 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of San Luis 
Obispo County on Foothill Boulevard. The 
featured speaker for the weekly meeting was Hank 
Alberts, president of the San Luis Obispo County 
chapter of the ACLU.
Thanks to President George Bush and (of all 
people) the defunct Attorney General Ed Mecsc, 
the ACLU has been called "the criminal’s lobby." 
Alberts, a San Luis Obispo Senior High School 
teacher, patiently explained that "it ain’t so."
1 was impressed with Alberts’ knowledge of 
ACLU history, which started with the American 
labor movement and anti-immigrant sentiment in 
the 1920s. He reminded us that former President 
Ronald Reagan said last year that the Japanese- 
Americans incarcerated during World War 11 were 
"the victims of fear, hysteria and racism.’’
The ACLU said these very words in 1942 when it 
was not popular, Alberts said. He gave many ex­
amples of civil rights violations where the ACLU 
intervened "when the threats were real and the 
risks were great."
Alberts was just one of the several speakers that 
the forum has already hosted, and about two dozen 
people came to hear him speak. The forums are free 
and open to the public.
Forum organizers Jack Artusio and Ralph Vrana 
wanted to create a consistent series of gatherings
By Nadya Williams
where citizens like themselves 
could learn about and discuss 
important issues. The group 
seems to be completely demo­
cratic and open to anyone’s sug­
gestions.
At the initial meeting in early 
September, those in attendance 
decided to focus mainly on non­
local issues, since the local ones 
seem to be covered well by other 
organizations. The forum has so 
far had videos and speakers on 
El Salvador, the National Secu­
rity Act and the CIA.
Next week should be very in­
teresting with a video on Vietnam featuring Col. 
Bo Gritz called "A Nation Betrayed.” Gritz has 
been at the forefront of the search for our soldiers 
still missing in action and prisioners of war.
I suspect that most Cal Poly students know that 
the Vietnam War was not how Sylvester Stallone 
portrayed it — nor does "China Beach’’ give us 
much more than a piece of the picture.
Please don’t assume that this is all gloomy stuff. 
1 came out of the hall Tuesday night a bit stoked 
with the feeling that we the people can make 
significant differences in our government and, in 
the case of the ACLU, defend the Constitution and 
the Bill of Rights.
I also felt comforted in knowing that good people 
like Alberts cared enough to volunteer many hours 
to stick up for those who need help.
Future speakers in the Awareness Forum will 
include: county Supervisor David Blakely on Nov. 
24, lawyer Mike Blank on Nov. 7 (to talk about the 
plight of local farm workers) and several Cal Poly 
professors who will speak on their areas of exper­
tise.
Future forums will address: Northern Ireland, 
Central America, Amnesty International, South 
Africa, the Christie Institute, the League of 
Women Voters, the local Greens, Diablo Canyon 
and many others.
Reader addresses 
council ‘confusion’
Editor — One issue that has 
drawn a lot of attention to the 
November’s election has been the 
proposed zoning ordinance to 
regulate density. There has been 
a lo t o f  c o n fu s io n  and 
misconception regarding this or­
dinance.
In a recent column in the 
Mustang Daily (Oci. 5), Steve 
Jones reported that the City 
Council addressed none of the 
recommendations made by the 
Student/Community Liaison 
Committee. This is not true.
I attended both the liaison 
committee and the City Council 
meetings. One of the recommen­
dations proposed by the students 
at the liaison committee meeting 
was that the zoning ordinance 
apply only to houses with six or 
more residents, rather than an 
all-encompassing one to five res­
idents, as well as six or more.
Councilmember Allen K. Settle 
was the only one to address this 
concern, proposing this amend­
ment to the ordinance, which was 
approved by the council. With 
this amendment, the vast ma­
jority of students will not be af­
fected by the ordinance.
I would tell you the position of 
the other mayoral candidate 
(Mayor Ron Dunin), however, he 
conveniently abstained from 
commenting on the issue at the 
meeting, claiming a “ conflict of 
interest” because he owns rental 
property in San Luis Obispo.
Any one of the councilmembers 
could have used this excuse 
because they all own property in 
the area. What makes this more 
ironic is Dunin owns property in 
an R-3 zone, to which this ordi­
nance does not apply.
To claim a "conflict of inter­
est” and not take a stand on an 
issue facing the community is 
not the quality of a leader.
Blake A. Scizer 
Cal Poly graduate
Reader addresses 
Taylor’s column
Editor — I’d like to help Dave 
Taylor describe "true baseball” 
(sports column, Oct. 9).
His comments about stadiums 
were idiotic. He said National 
League stadiums are better 
because they’re round. I think 
not. 1 guess he’s never watched a 
game in Yankee Stadium or 
Fenway Park.
This means he’s never sat so 
close to the field he could almost 
touch the players or in a stadium 
with so much history it evokes 
stories from your grandpa.
That implies a sense of tradi­
tion, something the NL has been 
trying to erase for three decades, 
beginning with the Giants and 
Dodgers moving West and con­
tinuing with the illumination of 
Wrigley Field.
Brian Shaklik
Mechanical Engineering
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Anchorwom an blasts TV news
Most journalists 
chosen for ‘sexy 
looks, ’ not brains
By Leslie Morris
staff Writer
Corporate America is out “ to 
make a buck at a big cost” 
through TV news, said anchor- 
woman Christine Craft.
Craft, 44, was the keynote 
speaker at Cuesta College’s 16th 
annual Conference for Women 
last week.
Craft shared
her s t r u g g l e s ........... ..........
with the media
When she was 36, CBS tried to 
give her a new look, including 
heavy face makeup, bleached 
hair, dark eyebrows and bright 
red lips.
"1 could barely move my 
mouth,” Craft said, comparing 
wearing high-heels to being in 
“ foot-bondage.”
Craft then decided she didn’t 
want to be made over like that 
ever again. Nor did she want to 
fit the stereotype of the “ round, 
soft and cuddly” broadcaster.
Those decisions became pro­
blems for Craft, who went on to 
file a lawsuit against KMBC-TV
and her personal The Ulusion o f Credibility is accom - 
opinions of TV pUshed by p ancake m akeup, expensive
casT« *and°jir- clothinQ and rehearsed body la n g u a g e ...
nalist with more 
than 300 women 
a t th e  c o n ­
ference.
“ TV 
making
— Christine Craft
dumb,”
news IS 
America
Craft said. “ I know 
because I sit in the box every 
day doing it.”
Instead of
educated , gutsy jo u rn a lis ts  
broadcasting the news. Craft 
said the majority of journalists 
are chosen for their “ sexy looks” 
and ability to “ sell” the news.
" I t ’ s s ty le  in s te a d  of 
substance,” she said.
The illusion of credibility is ac­
complished by pancake makeup, 
expensive clothing and rehearsed 
body language that shows con­
cern, honesty or joy — whatever 
emotion fits the news story. 
Craft said.
in Kansas City in 1983. The sta­
tion fired her because they said 
she was “ too old, too ugly, and 
not deferential to men.” Craft 
lost the case, but her situation 
and struggles became a land­
mark for broadcasters.
Craft said her bosses didn’t 
like the fact that she knew the 
difference between the National 
League and the American 
League.
“ I don’t have to play dumb to 
make any man look smart, even 
if he is my peer,” she said.
Craft spoke cynically of young 
women who want to go into 
broadcasting for fame and ex­
posure reasons, citing several in­
cidents of beauty pageant win­
ners walking off the stage and 
onto the set.
“ They don’t know anything 
but hot rollers and hairspray,” 
she said.
Craft said it is possible to be 
gorgeous and bright, but she 
thinks reporters should be 
primarily judged on their in­
telligence, passion for news and 
reporting skills.
Among the few respected by 
Craft is Diane Sawyer, “ who at 
least has something going on be­
tween the ears,” unlike Connie 
C h u n g , who 
Craft said is just 
a figurehead.
Craft has the 
utmost respect 
fo r “ o ld e r ”  
women broad­
casters.
“ Any anchor- 
woman past 40 
is a survivor.”
■■■" Craft also said 
“ th e r e ’s no 
career in broadcasting. There are 
only a few veterans.”
There are even fewer women 
executives in the business. The 
majority are white men over 50.
“ Very few women executives 
break through the glass ceiling,” 
she said.
“ I’m a maverick in my own 
business,” said Craft. “ I am not 
a flawless young vixen with no 
wrinkles. I think the American 
people are brighter than they are 
given credit for.”
Craft currently anchors for 
KRBK-TV in Sacramento and is 
also studying law in hopes to 
fight against toxic injustices.
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Read it. Know it. Quiz Friday.
Mac Memory Upgrades
Improve Your Mac's Performance With Our Great Savings!
2 Meg Upgrade $589 
4 Meg Upgrade $ 1178
Apple & National Semi-Conductof 
quality SMM Modules.
Offer Expires 10/31/89
»|l4iQ G D iial
E ^ B o o le tD ie
Computer Dept 756-5311
The Associated  
Students Inc./Julian 
A. McPhee 
University 
Union/Children's 
Center Annual Audit 
FY 1988-89 has been 
completed. Public 
information copies 
available in the ASl 
Business Office, UU 
212 and Campus 
Library.
PHOTO ID'S
From W.O.W. will be available 
for pick-up from 10 am - 12 pm 
in the U.U. Plaza Thursday,
October 12
Meal plan students must have 
temporary meal cards with them 
pick up their ID cards
1 DAY ONLY!
THURSDAY, OCT 12 
10AM - 11PM*
J U S T  A  n W  S X A M P L B S
ATHLETIC SHOES
special croup Disc Stytes iD AOZ.
Basketball Shoes . .  .*....................50%UM Than life Sue sttas ofaamRrnBcn 
Special Croup Disc styles Obeba/
court Shoes................................ 50%LaM Than Sue wtaM ora cunwr aaicn 
Special Croup Disc, styles ebJbA/
R u n n ln o ^o es..........................50% Z U v OLaw Than M*asus satas OPPaMwrmcn
AN Fitness A pp are l.............IXTRA 2 0 %  OPPCINHNNT PSIC8S
AN Fleece Apparel................n x tr a  2 0 %  OPPCU222MT P2IC2SSpecial Croup
warmup suits ......................n x tr a  2 0 %  OPPCU222PIT P2IC2S
ICUmSNT MhCf SOH OPP
Standard iron
Barbell Plates........................ n x tr a  2 0 %  OPPCU222NT P2IC2S
an BasobaN
A SoftbaN Bats...................... n x tr a  2 0 %  OPPCU222NT P2IC2S
ixcei anitus M AN A M
incNne weight Nench.............149.99 1 1 9
PacMc AtMetk mtomationai AVAM
NarbeN s e t................................ 189.99 1 5 1
Spalding Dominique WNkint m 9  KQ
Jam Session BasketbaB........... 16.99 1 5
■SMb^uTsoftbaN Cloves___50% 2 0 %Law Than iNa Swg aataN on aaien mkb
TENNIS • RACOUETBALL • GOLF
EXERCISE
ATHLETIC ACCESSORIES
special croup ibpbll/
Tennis Racquets........................50% Z W v OLast Than Mfa tug attaa on cunmr men
All Racquetball Racquets. . .  n x tr a  2 0 %  OPPcumtnT POKis
Special Croup
Coif Bags......................... .... NXTRA 2 0 %  OPPCWHNNT paten
cuasiNT aXTBA patci aoH OPP
All Sunglasses ......................NXTRA 2 0 %  OPPCU222NT PRICKS
All Sport w atches................n x t r a  2 0 %  OPPcumtNT paten
All Athletic B ags..................n x tr a  2 0 %  OPP_______________________  cuaathT paten
OCT 12 ONLY!
■ te Heck en hewe we raaerve me right te refuee «alee to aeeish
Copeland’s Sports
962 Monterey
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
COLD  M ED A L  SERV ICE IT EM S W ILL NOT 
BE D ISCO U N TED  DURING  TH IS SA LE
B A N TH O N  Y ¿ tC O M  p a n  y
J E W  L E R S
Custom
Jewelry
Designs
674 Higuera Street 
San Luis Obispo, California 93401 
805 *544-8988
When you're done M U STANGreading this...
R e c y c l e D A ILY
it M ake it
The Mustang Daily is your
recyclable! Your 
cooperation could help daily
clean up the environment 
and avoid wasteful 
tree cutting.
habit
756-1143
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"We Match the World's 
Most Sought After 
Fragrances to Your 
Individual Body 
Chemistry at Affordable 
Pricesl"
•  95 Women's Perfume 
$27/one ounce Bottle
■ 44 Men's Colognes 
$21.50/4 ounce Spray Bottle
S p l a s b ^ ^ i r t
is having a shirt decorating contest for.
10% OFF
ALL FRAGRANCES
(Just show your Cal Poly I.D.)
Fine Deli Sandw iches • Homemade Salads  
Groceries • Garden Patio Seating
1 6 3 8  O sos S t., San  Luis O bispo
543-8684
WELCOME BACK CAL POLY!
MyHortg PoHy Coupon }
1638 Osos St.
I  San Luis Obispo
I 5 4 3 > 8 6 8 4
I Not valid with any other offer
Buy 1 Regular Sandwich 
Get 2nd Sandwich
1/2 PRICE!
(o f equal or lesser value)
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
exp. 10/ 16/89 I
PRIZES: for all ages. Contest: 10/9-10/22 
Winning shirts displayed Oct. 23rd-Oct. 27th
COME BY CAR, COME BY BROOM BUT...
ppi^’r A ^ is s  i j !
PISMO COAST SHOPPING PLAZA 773-5393
¥
H-
i Central Coast Plaza (Em bassy  Suites Entrance) 541 -1717  I
WANT A 
FUN JOB 
ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND?
VJCITJC
l ó u y o ó
a m
Can you play Volleyball? Windsurf? Dance?
Sing? Play a gutiar or other musical instrument? 
Not afraid to work hard? Are you interested in an 
opportunity to learn Japanese? Or are you just a 
great personality who can entertain others into 
having the time of their lives? If you can do one 
or more of these activities, we might have the job 
for you.
PACIFIC ISLAND C L U B . . .
has beach resorts in Micronesia that cater to 
guests who want to be entertained and play water 
sports and tennis. We have openings for. ..
RECREATION  
COORDINATORS  
& ENTERTAINERS
Persons to organize and instruct water and beach 
sports, direct games, arts & crafts, and to perform 
in matinees, dinner shows and pool-side skits. 
Applicants should be high energy, extroverted 
outdoor types with recreation, sports or theatrical 
experience. Japanese language not essential but 
preferred. Willingness to work hard and learn 
Japanese is necessary. We provide housing, meals 
and other fringe benefits including round-trip 
airfares.
For more information, please attend one of the 
information sessions held October 12th in the 
Graphic Arts room 101 at 9:00am and 11:00am 
(same room) October 13th at 9:00am. We will 
conduct interviews following each session. 
Contact the placement center for more 
information.
Pacific Islands Club is an Equal Opportunity Empolyer and all U.S. 
laws apply. Proof of eligibility to work in the U.S. is required.
Short
Takes
Women’s health 
series begins Fri.
Women’s Health and Sexuali­
ty Program begins Friday, Oct. 
13, in University Union 220.
The program features speakers 
on the hour throughout the day 
starting at 9 a.m. and ending at 2 
p.m. Speakers and their topics 
are: 9 a.m. — Joan Cirone, N.P., 
the nursing supervisor at the 
Health Center, will speak on 
“ What is Normal Sexuality and 
Communicating Sexual Needs;’’ 
10 a.m. — Lorraine Berg, N.P., 
also of the Health Center, will 
speak on “ Birth Control, Past, 
Present and Future;’’ II a.m. — 
JoAnne Richards, M.D., will talk 
on sexually transmitted diseases; 
Noon — James Nash, M.D., 
director of the Health Center, 
will speak on women and AIDS; 
1 p.m. — Jean DeCosta will speak 
on gay and lesbian issues; 2 p.m. 
— Representative from the 
Stress Reduction Center will 
speak on PMS.
SLO Fire Dept, 
plans open house
The San Luis Obispo City Fire 
Department holds its annual 
Open House Saturday, Oct. 14 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event 
allows the public to get a glimpse 
of the life of a firefighter. Along 
with station tours, PG&E’s 
Electrical Hazards display and 
demonstartions of the jaws of 
life, there will be fire engine 
rides, balloons, and cartoons 
shown in the Fire Theatre. Hoser 
the Clown and Sparky will also 
be there. Hot dogs and soft 
drinks will be sold to benefit the 
Alisa Ann Ruch Burn Founda­
tion. For more information, call 
the Fire Department at 549-7380.
Anti-drug week 
set end of month
The Cal Poly Alcohol and Drug 
Peer Health Educators from the 
Health Center join the rest of the 
naion in celebrating Red Ribbon 
Week. Oct. 23 — 30.
A booth will be set up in the 
University Union Plaza during 
activity hour, Thursday, Oct. 26, 
where red ribbons will be avail­
able to all students. Red Ribbon 
Week was started in 1985 when a 
federal drug agent, Enrique 
Camarena, was murdered by 
drug traffickers. The ribbon has 
come to symbolize anti-drug 
awareness.
SLO Mozart assn, 
to meet Oct. 18
The San Luis Obispo Mozart 
Festival Association will hold its 
annual meeting on Wednesday, 
Oct. 18, at 3 p.m. at the con­
ference room of Valley Federal 
Savings and Loan, 1135 Santa 
Rosa St., San Luis Obispo. The 
meeting is open to the public. 
For more information, call 
Christine Maguire at 543-4580.
Send press releases o f events 
to Short Takes, Mustang Daily, 
Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly, San 
Luis Obispo, Ca. 93407.
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CALENDAR
OUT-OF-TOWN
selected listings
SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA
□  Pop Will Eat Itself, Oct. 11, Carnaval (Santa 
Barbara).
□  David Byrne, Oct. 18, Santa Barbara County 
Bowl.
□  Tower of Power, Oct. 21, Ventura Theatre.
□  Christopher Parkening, (^ t. 24, Lobero The­
ater (Santa Barbara).
□  Jimmy Cliff, Oct. 2S, Ventura Theatre.
□  The Pixies, Oct. 26, Ventura Theatre.
□  Arlo Guthrie, Oct. 27, Ventura Theatre.
□  Beat Farmers, Nov. 2, Ventura Theatre.
□  Animal Logic featuring Stewart Copeland 
and Stanley Clarke, Nov. S, Ventura Theatre.
BAY AREA:
□  Pop Will Eat Itself, Oct. 9, I-Beam (San 
Francisco).
□  Fine Young Cannibals with The Tom Tom 
Club, Oct. 12, Concord Pavilion; Oct. 13, 
Shoreline Amphitheatre.
□  Joan Baex, Oct. 15, Frost Amphitheatre 
(Stanford).
□  Kronos Quartet, Oct. 17, 333 Slims (S.F.).
□  David Byrne, Oct. 19 & 20, the Warfield 
(S.F.); Oct. 21, Greek Theatre (Berkeley).
□  Jimmy CUff, Oct. 20, Santa Cruz Civic.
□  R.E.M., Oct. 20, Concord Pavilion; Oct. 21, 
Shoreline Amphitheatre.
□  Oingo Boingo, Oct. 21, Concord Pavilion; Oct. 
22, Santa Cruz Civic.
□  The Pixies, Oct. 28, the Warfield.
□  Grateful D ^d , Oct. 29,30, Nov. 1, Shoreline 
Amphitheatre.
□  Jerry Garcia Band, Oct. 31, Concord Pavilion.
□  The Cramps, Oct. 31, the Fillmore.
□  Public Image Ltd. with Flesh for Lulu, Nov.
2, the Warfield.
□  JeaU'Luc Poaty, Nov. 2, Paramount Theatre.
□  The Waterboys, Nov. 3, the Warfield.
□  Judy Mowatt, Nov. 4, Omni (Oakland).
□  the The, Nov. 13, the Fillmore.
□  Harry Connkk Jr., Nov. 18, the Warfield.
□  Eurythmics, Nov. 19, Henry J. Kaiser Con­
vention Center (Oakland).
□  Jay Leno, Nov. 26, Circle Star Center.
LOS ANGELES
□  David Byrne, Oct. 12, 13,14, Pantages 
(Hollywood); Oct. IS, Pacific Amphitheatre.
□  Stray Cats, Oct. 12, the Palace (Los Angeles).
□  Rolling Stones with Guns ’n Roses and Liv­
ing Colour, Oct. 18, The Coliseum (ED: Fourth 
show added, other three shows already sold out).
□  R.E.M., Oct. 18, Pacific Amphitheatre.
□  Thelonius Monster, Oct. 20, Bogart’s (Long 
Beach).
□  Jndy Tennta, Oct. 23, the Roxy (Los 
Angeles).
□  Jimmy CHff, Oct. 26 & 27, The Palace 
(Hollywood).
□  The Pixies, Oct. 27, Hollywood Palladium.
□  Oingo Boingo, Oct. 27 A 28, Irvine Meadows 
Amphitheatre.
□  The Waterboys, Nov. 6 & 7, Wiltern Theatre 
(Los Angeles).
□  Public Image Ltd., Nov. 7, Universal Am­
phitheatre; Nov. 10, Bren Events Center (UC 
Irvine).
□  Steven Wright, Nov. 9, Universal Am­
phitheatre.
□  Jean-Luc Ponty, Nov. 11 & 12, Wiltern 
Theatre.
See CALENDAR. AAE page 3
Timbuk 3 comas to SLO Brewing Oct. 14.
Emo, D&D and Earth
he New York Times called him "o 
befuddled visitor from another planet.” 
David Let ter man called him ”the 
strangest man to suck oxygen o ff the 
planet. ” Emo Phillips, for better or for  
worse, lives up to these labels. He talks
----------------- in childish sing-song. He tells jokes
like, *7 bought a cassette the other day. I  took it home, 
played it a few times... sure enough, it was blank.” His 
unidentified flying object lands squarely on Chumash 
Auditorium tomorrow night at 7:30 and 9:30.
in a telephone interview with A&E Entertainment 
Writer Lee Jakobs, Emo confirms the fact he is indeed 
from  planet Earth along with his adventures in accoun­
ting.
Lee: What planet do you come from?
Emo: I come from the planet Earth to bring peace 
among Earthlings. Uh ... that wasn’t the rich comic load 
you expected.
Lee: Yeah, I was expecting Mars or Venus.
Emo: I have to stay with the truth, of course ... 
.Zaniness is meaningless without the truth. You just 
remember that the next time a professor trys to get you 
to bend over.
Lee: I’ll remember that. How did you gel the name 
Emo?
Emo: My parents named me Emo after a friend of the 
family who’s named Emo.
Lee: It doen’t mean anything at all?
Emo: No, sorry. It might be Finnish for ‘a little sump 
pump.’
Lm : Tell me about your education. Did you go to 
school at all? DM you graduate from any university?
Emo: I went to school for a while but I was forced to 
drop out suddenly when my Dungeons and Dragons 
character got killed off. You get to be any kind of fan­
tasy character and live a life of curious adventure. Some 
people are warriors or clerics or magic users. I was the 
accountant. I got killed by a basilisk right at tax time.
Lee: DM your character have an adding machine and 
pencil in his hand as his weapons?
Emo: No, he had several powers. Um, addition, 
multiplication and juggling.
Lee: What’s the fondest memory you’ve ever had from 
college?
Emo: Dungeons and Dragons was the fondest! Yeah, 
those were the days — just playing Dungeons and 
Dragons, you know, and with all the other guys, in all 
the other dorms, just wasting their time, doing drugs 
and getting laid ... total waste of time. 1 was living a life 
of a precarious fantasy adventurer as my accountant 
character.
Lee: When did you first realize you were going to 
become a comedian? When was your first professional 
start?
Emo: Well, I was 20 years old when I started comedy, 
and I’m 33 now, which means I’ve been doing this for 
over a decade ... .Actually, I always wanted to be one, 
even when I was like 18 or even 17. I had to wait until 
comedy clubs opened.
Lee: Do you remember your first professional start? 
Or how about the most memorable live show?
Emo: I had a real tough time starting out. There were 
very few comedy clubs, and you had to perform at, like, 
bowling alleys or ... horrible dives, you know. It was real
rough sometimes. Once I was doing this show in a bar, 
and after the first set, I went to the owner and said, 
“ Turn the pinball machines off.’’ He said, “ Look, I make 
money off the pinball machines.” That made me feel like 
I was three feet tall, which is good because the guy was a 
midget.
Lee: Do you know where San Luis Obispo is?
Emo: That’s where Weird Al Yankovic went. Is his 
picture in the hallway or something?
Lee: I haven’t seen Weird Al’s picture anywhere on 
campus.
Emo: Is there a big statue of him?
Lee: No.
Emo: But Weird AI went there.
Lee: He came here and now he’s gone.
Emo: That’s Al for ya. He’s a crazy guy. 1 did a movie 
with him called UHF. I played a shop teacher. Like a 
high school shop teacher. It was interesting. That was a 
funny movie. Al’s a good friend of mine. He taught me 
everything I know.
Lee: Who’s your hero?
Emo: I don’t have any heroes. You get older and 
realize that all people are basically the same ... 
everyone’s human. I guess my hero would be Alan 
Thicke on Crowing Pains.
Lee: Your voice doesn’t sound so funny right now, but 
I’ve heard you on a record and it sounds like you have 
some high and low pitches — kind of like Julia Child. Do 
you practice that?
Emo: Recordings are weird ... . I was just probably 
excited. When I do interviews. I’m not as excited . . . .  
When you do a show, the mood takes you and you get 
really enthused. If I was enthused about interviews, I 
would go mental on my shows. The one time I can relax 
is when I’m talking to some college newspaper.
Lee: What do you think about Ckorge Bush?
Emo: I think the main thing a ^ u t Bush is that he 
protects us from the Russians. You know, the Soviet 
Union is a very weird combo of evil and incompetance. 
Kind of like the post office with tanks. Gorbachev turned 
out to be a nice guy, which proves you can’t pre-judge 
someone because they have the mark of the beast on 
their head.
Lee: Where do you live?
Emo: Chicago. It’s a very nice place. It’s the hogbut- 
cher for the world. Toolmaker. Stacker of wheat ... 
.Huskie brawling, city of the big shoulders.
Lee: What do you think of California?
Emo: It’s a beautiful state. I’ve heard San Luis Obispo 
is like the most beautiful spot in the whole world. You 
see, people have no problems there. It forces you to 
think about eternity. And that’s why all the religions are 
so big out there. Are there a lot of homeless people 
there?
Lee: Yes, there are a few here.
Emo: Yeah, I saw this homeless guy going through my 
garbage can. He was just fishing for food, you know. I 
just hate to see another human being going through 
someone else’s garbage, so I made him this real nice 
raccoon costume.
Lee: Are you married?
Emo: No, thank you. I’m still playing the field, seeing 
who’s buried out there. I have to be very careful. You 
see, a lot of women will try to go off with me to better 
their careers. I’m sick of those anthropologists.
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Professors showcase art talents
By Camela Martin
A4E ARTS WRITER
he work of stu­
dents is con­
sistently under 
examination — a 
Scantron here, a 
term  paper 
there, or a sub­
mitted design here and a solved 
equation there. Now, those same 
examiners are under review as 
Cal Poly’s art and design faculty 
members present their idea of a 
“completed assignment.”
The “ Recent Works” exhibit of 
applied art and fine art pieces 
will be on display in the Univer­
sity Art Gallery, Dexter Build­
ing, through Sunday, Oct. 22. 
This exhibition provides a unique 
opportunity to appreciate a 
variety of internal expertise.
Graphic design instructors 
R obert D ensham , John  
Mendenhall, Dan Piel and Mary 
LaPorte display a diversity of 
professional and personal ap­
plications ranging from painting.
to print media pieces and to 
computer generated images.
Studio and 3-D area professors 
— including Robert Reynolds, 
Crissa Hewitt, George Jercich 
and Henry Wessels — are show­
ing paintings, sculpture, metals 
and glass works.
P h o to g ra p h y  in s tru c to rs  
Robert Howell, Eric Johnson, 
Norman Lerner and Mark Kauf­
fman are represented with color 
and black-and-white prints.
The exhibit, lasting for six 
weeks, initially opened for WOW 
and offered incoming students a 
description of courses through 
examples.
Henry Wessels, art and design 
professor, claimed it would be a 
crime to have the exhibit show 
for only three to four weeks. 
“ These are works of sufficient 
quality which merit the length of 
the show,” Wessels said.
In addition, photography in­
structor Eric Johnson is solely 
featured in the University Union
Galerie upstairs in the Universi­
ty Union until Sunday.
Johnson’s exhibit, “ From 
Window to Object’’ is the 
Galerie’s first show of the 1989- 
90 academic year. He began 
teaching at Poly in 1980, and has 
spent the last five years moving 
away from the traditional 
photography approach to the 
photograph as a window.
His current collection of works 
arc an experimentation with see­
ing and th in k in g . The 
photographs become mixed- 
media objects, demonstrating 
unique spatial and temporal rela 
tionships. Included will be a 
selection from the artist’s series, 
including “ Duskwork,” “ Scenes 
of the Pacific W ar’’ and 
“ Videoscape.”
“The show has been very well 
received by a wide variety of age 
groups,” said Jeanne LaBarbera, 
director of the U.U. Galerie pro­
gram. “ There’s something for 
everyone.”
Melodrama show falls short
^Phantom * 
long, boring 
and tedious
By Doug DiFranco
A *E  THEATER CRITIC ______
he Great Ameri-
t can Melodrama in Océano usual­ly puts on funny shows. Usually.Their current 
production of 
The Phantom o f the Opera, 
however, is not funny. It is long 
and boring, cluttered with 
tedious dialogue and endless ex­
position that leaves the audience 
wondering when “ the good 
parts” are going to occur.
Perhaps the goal of The Phan­
tom o f the Opera is not to be 
funny but rather to provide 
“ thrills, chills and terror” to 
squeamish theatergoers (accor­
ding to the show’s press release)? 
Well, I hate to break it, but even 
that goal isn’t realized. Their at­
tempts at “ chilling” the audience 
only resulted in the show looking 
even dumber.
The only realistic effect was 
when the phantom “ broke” one 
of the performer’s necks — the 
snap of the bone sent chills down 
audience-member’s spines. But it 
ended about there.
From corny-looking hangings
Jacquallna Hildebrand, left, as tha young opara atar.
□  TW  Phaaiofli of the Opera.
Directed by Neal La Vine, pro­
duced by John Schlenker, written 
by Neal LaVine (based on the 
novel by Gaston Leroux). Starr­
ing Jacqueline Hildebrand, Kerry 
Castle man, Peter Malchow and 
Michael Kubik. Now at the Great 
American Melodrama Theatre 
(Highway One, Océano) until 
Nov. 12.______________________
to the “ plummeting”  of a 
chandelier onto one fateful ac­
tress — the thing “ plummeted” 
so slowly a snail could have 
escaped the fall — the effects 
looked cheap and uninspiring.
Attempts at comic relief prov­
ed futile, and the infrequent use 
of comedy was so “ schtick” it 
wasn’t even funny.
In short.the failure lies in the 
script. The Melodrama’s artistic 
director adapted the original 
270-plus-page Gaston Laroux 
novel for the stage, and clearly 
the story was too complicated to 
condense effectively. It simply 
takes too long to get to the point. 
When it finally does, the au­
dience is already bored beyond 
help.
And the usual audience-par­
ticipation stuff — the booing and 
cheering at appropriate parts — 
is m issing  because  the 
monotonous dialogue monopoliz­
ed the performance.
The actors and actresses are 
talented enough to pull it off 
without putting the audience to 
sleep, however. Jacqueline 
Hildebrand as Christine Daae 
gave, perhaps, the best perfor­
mance in this show. Her por­
trayal of the young opera singer 
gave a tinge of professionalism 
to an otherwise mediocre pro­
duction.
Endless talent couldn’t salvage 
this show, however. Maybe this 
was just the wrong show at the 
wrong time. Or perhaps the right 
time for making a fast buck.
Perhaps TGAM was in a hurry 
to capitalize on the immense 
fame of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 
Phantom musical? Even the 
brochures closely resemble the 
partial mask the phantom wears 
in the Broadway show.
However, one key component 
was overlooked in mounting this 
production: the show’s capacity 
to entertain.
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Francois Truffaut’s ‘Bad and Board’ comas to Chumash Auditorium Oct. 16.
From A&E page 1
□  the The, Nov. 17, Hollywood 
Palladium.
□  Eurythmics, Nov. 20, Univer­
sal Amphitheatre.
MOVIES
□  An Innocent Man: Either at 
the Century Cinemas, weekdays 
2:15,4:30, 7,9:30, weekends 12, 
2:15,4:30, 7 and 9:30; or the 
Madonna Plaza Theatre, week­
days 4:45,7,9:30, weekends 
12:15, 2:30,4:45,7 and 9:30.
□  The Abyss: At the Festival 
Cinemas, 1,4,7, and 9:55.
□  Beverly Hills Brats: At the 
Festival Cinemas (ending Thurs­
day), 12:20,2:25,4:45, 7:30 and 
9:45.
□  Black Rain: Either at the Fes­
tival Cinemas, 12,2:20,4:40, 
7:10, 9:50; or the Madonna Plaza 
Theatre, weekdays 5:30, 8:00, 
10:15 and weekends 12:30, 2:30, 
5:30, 8:00 and 10:15; or the Cen­
tury Cinemas, 2,4:15,7 and 9:30.
□  Comic Book Confidential: At
the Palm Theatre, weekdays 7, 
9:15, weekends 4:45, 7 and 9:15.
□  Dry White Season: At the 
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 5:45, 
8, 10:15, weekends 1,3:15, 5:45, 8 
and 10:15.
□  Fabulous Baker Boys: At the 
Festival Cinemas (starting Fri­
day), 12:10, 2:30,4:50, 7 and 
9:30.
□  Halloween 5: At the Festival 
Cinemas, 1,3,5,7:50 and 10 
(plus midnight. Sat. only).
□  Honey, I Shrunk the Kids: At 
the Century Cinemas, 2:45 and 7.
□  1, Madman: At the Festival 
Cinemas, 1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:55 
and 10 (plus midnight. Sat. only).
□  In Country: Either at the 
Madonna Plaza Theatre, week-
See CALENDAR, A&E page 4
‘Johnny Handsome’is ugly acting
By Camela Martin
A*E MOVIE CRITIC_________
orn with a sever- 
ly deformed face, 
Johnny is any­
thing but hand­
some.
J o h n n y  
(Mickey Rourke) 
is a New Orleans crook who’s al­
ready spent time in prison and is 
destined to return in Johnny 
Handsome.
After Johnny’s only true friend 
is taken out by greedy partners 
in a collectively planned robbery, 
he is torn between taking brutal 
revenge on the murderers or 
leading a normal, law-abiding ex­
istence that becomes possible
Sunny (Ellon Barfcin) and Johnny (MIckoy Rourko) In ’Johnny Handtomo.’
□  Johnny Handsome. Directed 
by Walter Hill, produced by 
Charles Roven, written by Ken 
Friedman (based on the novel by 
John Godey). Starring Mickey 
Rourke, Elizabeth McGovern, 
Ellen Barkin, Lance Henriksen, 
Morgan Freeman and Forest 
Whitaker. A Guber-Peters Com­
pany Production, distributed by 
Tri-Star Pictures.
when reconstructive surgery of­
fers him a “ new life.’’
This revenge story involving 
love, fate, redemption and cir­
cumstance makes for an interest­
ing plot; however, the projector 
just does not move fast enough.
W hile the p icture holds 
suspenseful action, it is posi­
tively enhanced by the exciting 
m e ta m o rp h o s is  Jo h n n y  
undergoes with plastic surgery. 
The slow removal of bandages 
captivated the audience more 
than the delinquent activity of 
the characters.
The cast surrounding Rourke 
includes Ellen Barkin and Lance 
Henriksen as Sunny and Rafe, 
the deceitful partners that 
murdered Mickey (Scott Wilson). 
Also added to increase the drama 
is Elizabeth McGovern, as Don­
na, a quiet and caring personality 
whom Johnny briefly allows 
himself to cherish.
The film may be more 
stimulating in its original form 
as the novel “ The Three Worlds 
of Johnny Handsome,’’ written 
by John Godey.
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days 5,7:30,10, weekends 12, 
2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10; or the Festi­
val Cinemas (ending Thursday), 
12:05,2:25,4:45, 7:15 and 9:45.
□  Laputa: At the Palm Theatre 
(call for correct show times).
□  Look Who’s Talking: At the 
Festival Cinemas, 12:30, 2:40, 5, 
7:35 and 9:55.
□  Johnny Handsome: Either at 
the Festival Cinemas, 12:40,
5:10, and 9:35; or the Century 
Cinemas, weekdays 2:30,4:30, 
7:15,9:30; weekends 12:30, 2:30, 
4:30,7:15 and 9:30.
□  The Adventures of Milo &
Otis: At the Century Cinemas, 
weekdays 2, weekends 12 and 2.
□  Old Gringo: At the Fremont 
Theatre, 4:30,7 and 9:20.
□  Parenthood: At the the Festi­
val Cinemas, 1:50,4:20,7:05 and 
9:45.
□  Sea of Love: Either at the 
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 5, 
7:30,10 and weekends 12,2:30, 5, 
7:30 and 10; or the Century 
Cinemas, weekdays 2:15,4:30, 7, 
9:30, weekends 12, 2:15,4:30, 7
and 9:30; or the Festival 
Cinemas, 12,2:20,4:40, 7:20 and 
9:40.
□  sex, lies and videotape: At the
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 4:45, 
7,9:30 and weekends 12:00, 2:15, 
4:45,7 and 9:30.
□  Turner & Hooch: At the Cen­
tury Cinemas, weekdays 4:30, 
8:50; weekends 12:45,4:30 and 
8:50.
□  Uncle Buck: Either at the 
Century Cinemas, weekdays 
2:30,4:30,7:15,9:30 and 
weekends 12:30,2:30,4:30, 7:15 
and 9:30; or the Madonna Plaza 
Theatre, weekdays 5 ,7,9 and 
weekends 1,3,5,7 and 9; or the 
Festival Cinemas (ending Thurs­
day), 12:20,2:35,4:45, 7:30 and 
9:35.
□  Welcome Home: Either at the 
Festival Cinemas, 12:25,2:35, 
4:50,7:35 and 9:55.
□  When Harry Met Sally...:
Either at the Festival Cinemas,
12:35,2:45, 5,7:45 and 9:50; or 
the Century Cinemas, 4:30, 7:15 
and 9:30.
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•  Century Cinemas, 6905 El Camino Real. 
Atascadero. 466-4611.
•  Festival Cinemas. 1160 W. Branch Street, Ar­
royo Grande. 481-7553.
•  Fremont Theatre, 1035 Monterey Street, San 
Luis Obispo. 543-1121.
•  Madonna Plaza Theatre, 2431^ Madonna 
Road, San Luis Obispo. 544-3488.
•  Mission Cinemas, 1025 Monterey Street, San 
Luis Obispo. 541-2141.
•  Palm Theatre, 817 Palm Street, San Luis 
Obispo. 541-5161.
•  Sunset Drive-ln Theater, 255 Elks Lane, San 
Luis Obispo. 544-4475.
THURSDAY, OCT. 12
MUSIC
□ Weekend Update Band play 
for free at SLO Brewing (1119 
Garden Street, SLO). The show 
begins at 9:30 p.m. For more in­
formation, call 543-1843.
□  Rockabilly maniacs Go Dad­
dy’s and Boneshakers do up 
D.K.’s West Indies Bar (1121 
Broad Street, SLO). For more in­
formation, call 543-0223.
□  The Monkey Wrench Gang 
hits Earthling Bookstore (698 
Higuera Street, SLO) at 8 p.m.
For more information, call 543- 
7951.
EVENTS
□  The San Luis Obispo Business 
Improvement Association pres­
ents Apple Festival 1989 at 
Farmer’s Market tonight. There 
will be demonstrations in cider 
making, dehydrating, and graf­
ting, as well as specific apple 
competitions. For more informa­
tion, call 544-1283.
LIVE THEA TER 
and A R T  CINEMA
□  PCPA Theatrefest starts its 
25th anniversary winter season 
series with the opening of Mass 
Appeal. The play is be held at the 
Interim Theatre at the Marion 
Performing Arts Center, Allan 
Hancock College, Santa Maria 
(whew!). Show starts at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $12.50. For more in­
formation, call 1-800-221-9469.
□  The Great American Melo­
drama (Highway 1, Océano) pglls 
out all the stops with The Phan­
tom of the Opera. It’s not a 
musical, but it has singing (as
the rest of the audience will do 
anyways — the beer, you know). 
Show starts at 7 p.m. (Fridays at 
8 p.m., Saturdays at 5 and 9 
p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m., and 
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7 
p.m.) Call 489-2499 for more in­
formation.
FRIDAY, OCT. 13
COMEDY
□  Emo Phillips: See seperate ar­
ticle.
MUSIC
□  Tongue n’ Groove gives lip 
service at SLO Brewing Co. The 
show is $2 and starts at 9:30 
p.m. For more information, call 
543-1843.
□  Paul Silva plays acoustic 
guitar at the Earthling 
Bookshop. The free show begins 
at 8 p.m. For more information, 
call 543-7951.
□  John Daley plays Southwest­
ern folk at Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 
p.m. For more information, call 
541-5888.
LIVE THEATER 
andARTCINEMA  
□  The Pewter Plough Playhouse 
(824 N. Main Street, Cambria) 
presents I’m Not Rappaport. 
Tickets are $7 and the show 
begins at 8 p.m. For more infor­
mation, call 927-3877.
n o \Y ser\ ^
.:r
SATURDAY, OCT. 14
MUSIC
□  Timbuk 3, writers of the sar­
castic “ The Future’s So Bright 
I’ve Got To Wear Shades’’ a few 
years back, comes to SLO Brew­
ing. Charles Duncan opens at the 
7 p.m. show, and Mobile Hom- 
bres opens at 9:30 p.m. Tickets 
are $11 for the 9:30 show. For 
more information, call 543-1843.
□  The first Live Oak Folk Fes­
tival comes to Biddle Park near 
Arroyo Grande. The show, spon­
sored by KCBX-FM, Earthling 
Bookshops and the Ernie Ball 
Company will feature a variety of 
folk music starting at 10 a.m. 
Tickets are $20 for adults, 12 and 
under free. For more information, 
call 544-5229.
□  Brave New World inseminates 
into D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For 
more information, call 543-0223.
□  Straight-ahead jazz will be 
brought to you by the Mark 
Shelby Trio. The free 8 p.m. show 
is at Linnaea’s Cafe. For more 
information, call 541-5888.
□  Terry Sanvllle plays acoustic 
guitar at the Earthling 
Bookstore at 8 p.m. For more in­
formation, call 543-7951.
DANCE
□  A 4,000-year-oId classical 
dance tradition of India will be 
presented by Anjani’s Kathak 
Dance Company of India. The 
company is sponsored by the Cal 
Poly Indian Student Association 
and the Central Coast Indian 
Association. The show begins at 
8 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre; 
tickets are $ 10 public, $8 stu­
dents. For more information, call 
756-1421.
LIVE THEATER 
andARTCINEMA
□  I’m Not Rappaport: See Oct.
13.
□  Maas Appeal: See Oct. 12.
□  The Phantom of the Opera:
See Oct. 12.
SUNDAY, OCT. 15
MUSIC
□  George Vartaian plays guitar 
at 2 p.m. at Earthling Siookshop. 
For more information, call 543- 
7951.
□  Hartman and Edgeman play 
country blues at Linnaea’s Cafe 
at 8 p.m. For more information, 
call 541-5888.
□  You loved them seperately at 
Jill Knight, Sharon and Pam. 
Now, they come together at 
D.K.’s West Indies Bar as The 
Blister Sisters. Getting cold 
sores was never more fun. For 
more information, call 543-0223.
LIVE THEATER 
andARTCINEMA
□  I’m Not Rappaport: See Oct. 
13.
□  Mass Appeal: See Oct. 12.
Q The Phantom of the Opera;
See Oct. 12.
MONDAY, OCT. 16
LIVE THEATER 
andARTCINEMA  
□  Bed and Board is the latest 
film to be shown in Cal Poly 
Art’s Francois Truffaut film 
series. The 1970 film will be 
preceeded by Antoine and Col­
lette, a sequel to the previously-
..A
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MONDAY - FRIDAY 9:00-2:30
(NEXT TO THE SANDWICH PLANT) 
On Innef Perimeter Road
shown 400 Blows. It will begin at 
7:30 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium. Cost is $4 general, 
$3 students. For more informa­
tion, call 756-1421.
TUESDAY, OCT. 17
MUSIC
□  KOTR brings King & Evans 
to the D.K.’s West Indies Bar 
stage. Forbidden Pigs open for 
show. For more information, call 
543-0223.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18
MUSIC
□  Monterey Peninsula musicians 
Lovers and Strangers play at 
D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For 
more information, call 543-0223.
A R T
□  ARTernatives presents Live 
Art Four, a special “ artist’s stu­
dio’’ and auction at SLO Brew­
ing. There is a $5 donation at the 
door ($3 for ARTernatives 
members). For more information, 
call 238-9546.
LIVE THEATER 
andARTCINEMA
□  Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaviile 
comes to Linnaea’s Cafe in their 
monthly film series. The movie 
begins at 8 p.m. and is $3. For 
more information, call 541-5888.
□  The Phantom of the Opera: 
See Oct. 12.
THURSDAY, OCT. 19
MUSIC
□  The Mark Shelby Trio again 
pumps out the jazz at Earthling 
Bookshop. Show begins at 8 p.m. 
For more information, call 543- 
7951.
□  Roughneck Posse brings 
members of Fishbone, Kushite 
Raiders, Untouchables and the 
Partners In Crime horn section 
together for some ire reggae. It’s 
happening at D.K.’s West Indies 
Bar. For more information, call 
543-0223.
LIVE THEATRE
andARTCINEMA
□  The Phantom of the Opera:
See Oct. 12.
ONGOING
□  Cal Poly art professor Nor­
man Lemer’s photography ex­
hibit “ Window People’’ continues 
at the Cuesta College Art Gallery 
until Nov. 1. For more informa­
tion, call 546-3100.
□  The Phoenix Rises is the name 
of a photography exhibit opening 
up at ARTernatives Gallery 
(Central Coast Plaza, SLO). The 
show will continue until October 
22. For more information, call 
528-4364.
□  “ Clothesline Obsession,’’ a 
photography exhibit by artist/ 
photographer Nancy King 
Daniels, premeirs 0<n. 15 at the 
San Luis Obispo Art Center 
(1010 Broad Street, SLO). The 
show continues until Nov. 13.
For more information, call 543- 
8562.
I f  you have information pertain­
ing to upcoming events for Cal­
endar, please mail to: Mustang 
Daily, Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407, 
ATTN: Stewart McKenzie, AAE 
Editor
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Ballparks w on’t offer advantage
I Fans in the stands likely to tip scales for Giants, A ’s
■— — — J a k e ’ s — — —
; OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — 
' Unlike some World Series in 
r which artificial turf, a dome or 
i  odd field dimensions were big 
I  factors, this year neither the 
Oakland Athletics nor the San 
1 Francisco Giants will have an 
advantage at their ballparks.
The biggest difference will be 
in the stands. Oakland fans like 
"the wave,” Giants fans scream 
more, but there will be plenty of 
fans of each club at the games.
The Oakland Coliseum, one of 
the best baseball parks in the 
country, and Candlestick Park, 
one of the worst, have three 
things in common — real grass, 
similar-sized fields and good, 
well-balanced teams.
Cavernous Candlestick Park, 
home of the Giants on the 
western shore of the bay, is 
notorious for its swirling winds, 
cold, fog and empty seats. In Oc­
tober, though, the ’Stick can be 
as pleasant and packed as 
Dodger Stadium.
Cozy Oakland Coliseum, the 
Athletics’ home a few miles away
on the east side of the bay, is 
praised for its genteel accom­
modation with nature and fans — 
a recessed field, three tiers of 
u n o b s tru c te d  se a ts , big 
scoreboards and a view of the 
hills in the distance.
Both favor pitchers, with 400- 
foot center fields, deep power 
alleys and, particularly in 
Oakland, vast tracts of foul ter­
ritory where pop fouls go to die.
"If I were a pitcher (the 
Oakland Coliseum) might be my 
favorite ballpark, but as a hitter 
there are probably 10 other 
places I’d rather play,” said 
O ak lan d  o u tf ie ld e r  Dave 
Henderson, who played 15 games 
with San Francisco late in 1987.
Oakland’s field has shorter 
grass, a slightly larger playing 
surface and a deeper right field, 
players say, despite the fact that 
Candlestick’s right field line is 
listed at 335 feet, five feet more 
than the Coliseum’s.
"You can put anything you 
want on the walls, but all the 
players know Candlestick has a
shorter right field,” Henderson 
said.
"Candlestick also has a see- 
through fence so you really don’t 
know where you are on the field 
all the time,” Henderson said. 
"Your depth perception is kind 
of off.”
Hitters complain about the 
"dead air” at Oakland at night, 
but both clubs have sluggers who 
can hit homers in either place.
Since the arrival of Giants 
president A1 Rosen and Manager 
Roger Craig four years ago, the 
Giants have tried to use Candle­
stick’s problems to their advan­
tage psychologically, knowing 
that other teams hate playing 
there.
But the Giants can’t wait to 
flee Candlestick and are hoping 
for passage of a ballot measure in 
November that would allow con­
struction of a stadium in 
downtown San Francisco. A new 
stadium, owner Bob Lurie be­
lieves, will overcome the weather 
problems better than Candle­
stick.
- - - - - - - - - - —  J a k e ’ s “ “ “ " "  “ H I
TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA 
PEPPERONI PIZZA
Medium 12" Pizza $4.50 
Large 16" Pizza $7.75
793 Foothill Blvd. 
San Luis Obispo 
541-6606
— —  J a k e ’ s —
‘ Not Valid with 
Any Other Offer ^  
^  Exp. 10/31/89 I
^ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J a k e ’ s — - - - J
‘Goofy’ cap offers undecided fans a way 
to weasel out of choosing sides in Series
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
San Francisco Bay area baseball 
fans, do we have a hat for you!
It looks funny, but a baseball 
:cap that is half San Francisco, 
^Giants and half O akland 
[Athletics has become one of the 
[hottest souvenirs for locals suf- 
jfering from divided loyalties as 
jthe Bay Bridge World Series ap- 
I  proaches.
"It’s marketing magic,” ac- 
[cording to Jim Stringwell, na- 
[tional sales manager for Ameri­
can Needle Novelty Co. of Ann 
|Arbor, Mich., where the hats are 
[made. "We came up with it. We
didn’t think there was really a 
market for it.”
The twill cap originally was 
designed for use during the ex­
hibition season, when the A’s 
and Giants play an informal Bay 
Bridge Series. The hats were 
available at both ballparks, with 
part of the proceeds going to 
charity.
But as the World Series turned 
into a strictly local affair, the 
calls began flooding in. Str­
ingwell told The (Vacaville) 
Reporter he expects American 
Ne^le to whip up about 24,000 
hats for the World ^ries.
"That’s a lot of goofy-looking 
caps,” he said. "Whatever we 
can produce in the next two to 
three weeks, we can sell hands- 
down.”
The hats, which generally retail 
for about $14, are designed so 
half the bill is green — A’s colors 
are green and gold — and half 
black, for the Halloween Giants 
colors of black and orange.
The front of the cap also is 
split, with half carrying the A’s 
logo and the other half pledging 
allegiance to the Giants.
It’s a goofy item,” said Str­
ingwell.
FANNY PACKS
LARGE SELECTION OF 
SIZES & COLORS
San Luis Obispo
(corner of Marsh & Broad) 
667 Marsh St. 
543-1676
We Help People Make 
Financial Plans
Tax-Sheltered  
Annuities
Rosemary Manchester 
Certified Financial Planner 
\ _ 543-4366
BIAK1ì6LEL^B1AK£6LIT
Ilio California Boulevard * San Luu Obispo * California 9 M 0 I * 805/S4I-4I66
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The Whitaker AT-2000/12 
Offers extraordinary 
performance at ordinary prices
SETTLE FOR MORE
* 12 Mhz O-woit 286 Processor
* Phoenix BIOS
* 40 MB Seagate hard disk
* 640K high-speed RAM memory
* Norton SI rating IS  (3.10)
* Includes video adopter & monitor
* 101 key enhanced keyboord
* 1.2 MB Floppy disc
* 1 year ports and labor warranty
price good through 10-19-89
Some deolers sell XT (ompotibles for this price or more. At Witco you get on AT compotible which runs IBM 
compoiihle soltwore even faster thon 286 computers from IBM, Koypro, Hyundoi, Pockord-Bell and others 
The Whitaker AT-2000/12 includes o hig 40MB hord disk, ond lots of room for eiponsion; o 230 watt power 
supply, S drive hoys, and 7 eiponsion slots.
The (ity of Son Luis Ohispo and Col Poly huy more Whitaker PCs than ony other IBM compotihle computer. 
MONOCHROME SYSTEM RGB COLOR SYSTEM
*1299 Complete M 499 Complete
EGA COLOR SYSTEM VGA COLOR SYSTEM
* 1699 Complete * 1799 Complete
SALES, SERVICE AND RENTALS OF IBM COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS. 
PRINTERS, s o f t w a r e , PERIPHERALS, SUPPLIES AND COMPUTER FURNITURE.
Hours; Mon. 10 -7 :00 , Tuei.-Fri 10 -5 :30
luitco computers
O U R  1 8 t h  Y E A R
3563 SUELDO, SUITE B 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
(805) 549-0811
Our Analysis
• Innovation
• Excellence
• Industry 
Leadership
Your Analysis
Creative
Exciting
Satisfying
Final Analysis
At Finnigan MAT, you’ll find a common spirit of teamwork, 
integrity and enthusiasm. For over 21 years we've been the world­
wide leader in the highly technical development and manufac­
ture of mass spectrometers. Our sophisticated analytical instru­
ments identify and measure organic compounds and inorganic 
elements — with a variety of exciting applications. We believe 
that a commitment to excellence is the key to our company's long­
term success. Our products, our services and our people are 
always of the highest quality.
And we're looking for more people with the same talent and 
spirit. We stress quality in recruiting and merit in promoting 
individuals to every level of our organization. Which is why we 
are constantly seeking top-notch graduates.
Above all, we want our f>eople to share in the success of the 
company. Discover how your technical and creative ideas can 
make a real difference in the future of our instruments, Finnigan 
— and your career.
If you are a candidate for a Bachelor or advanced degree in Com­
puter Science, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or 
Industrial Engineering, we would like to talk with you.
Representatives from Finnigan MAT will be interviewing on Cal 
Poly's campus on Thursday, November 2nd. See what we have 
to offer by visiting the Career Planning and Placement Center — 
then sign up to interview with us. We're looking forward to 
seeing you!
Finnigan MAT is an equal opportunity/M/F/H/V employer. 
Our address is 355 River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134.
Share our spirit of success.
Make the 
Difference
Finnioon
mni
*■-f
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Newspaper sued for libel
Harbor judge denies giving leniency fo r  sex
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — 
A Harbor Municipal Court 
judge filed a libel suit against 
the Orange County Register, 
contending the newspaper 
printed unfounded allegations 
that he gave lenient sentences 
to two prostitutes in exchange 
for sex.
Judge Calvin Schmidt, 59, 
seeks unspecified damages 
from the Register, claiming 
there were false allegations in a 
series of articles that began 
last October.
Schmidt is one of six Harbor 
Municipal Court judges who 
have come under scrutiny by 
the state Commission on 
Judicial Performance.
“ We believe the lawsuit is 
without merit and will vigor­
ously defend our articles,” said 
N. Christian Anderson, editor 
of the Register.
The Commission on Judicial 
Perfo rm ance investigated 
allegations against Schmidt in 
a closed hearing, but no deci­
sion has yet been made.
Many details of the commis­
sion’s investigation  into 
Schmidt and other Harbor 
Court judges were published in 
other newspapers.
Schmidt claimed in the Su­
perior Court lawsuit that the 
accusations in the Register 
were made recklessly and 
without adequate investiga­
tion.
“ The Register also ignored 
matters of public record known 
to it or accessible to it that the 
sentences involved were con­
sistent with published Harbor 
Court policy, and Orange 
County rules, and as a matter 
of law were not favorable deci­
sions, but rather normal deci­
sions,” the suit states.
The Register was notified of 
the purported errors verbally 
on many occasions, according 
to the suit. In addition, 
Schmidt’s attorney submitted 
a written demand for a 
clarification of a March 10 ar­
ticle, but none was printed, ac­
cording to the suit.
Brokers: Bay Area series may not 
attract enough out-of-tow n cash
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Some ticket brokers think the 
World Series between San Fran­
cisco and Oakland is too local for 
their pocket books and fear the 
out-of-town money tap will go 
dry.
Having two Bay area teams in 
the series “ is kind of bad, 
because you don’t get people 
from out of town,” said Rod 
Hudson of the Omni Ticket 
Agency of San Francisco. He 
said tourists usually take the 
first reasonable offer they 
receive, compared to local fans 
who shop around for lower 
prices.
“ We are getting buyers from 
surrounding cities in Northern 
California,” Hudson said Wed­
nesday. “ But that’s not really 
‘out-of-town.’ ”
Regarding Northern California 
interest, telephone company of­
ficials note about 2.1 million 
callers hoping to buy tickets 
disrupted telephone service for 
two hours in communities 
throughout the northern part of
the state on Tuesday.
The callers were seeking 4,000 
tickets that went on sale at 9 
a.m. for the three Giants’ home 
games at Candlestick Park. On 
Monday, a smaller number of 
tic k e ts  fo r the O ak land  
Athletics’ home games at the 
Oakland Coliseum were scooped 
up in one and one-half hours.
There’s a buying frenzy by 
natives for Bay Bridge World 
Series tickets, but will it last?
“ No matter how big of a 
baseball fan they are, how many 
games are they going to go to,” 
asked Jerry Adelman of Mur­
ray’s Tickets in San Francisco. 
“ Three, four?”
But for now, brokers are fin­
ding it hard to keep up with de­
mand.
“ My desk is loaded with 
work,” said Joan Gordon, owner 
of the San Jose Box Office, 
where tickets for both the A’s 
and Giants start at $225 per 
game in the outfield.
The San Jose agency’s 
manager, Margo Will, noted that
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Oktoberfest
K-OTTER FM 9 4 .9
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14-piece Oom-pah Band! 
German Sausages! 
Sauerkraut! 
Strudel! Dancers! 
Games! Fun!
Party! 
Sun., Oct. 15 
12 to 6 pm 
Mission Plaza
Now Try Gentle Chiropractic
ADLER
CHIROPRACTIC
W  CENTER
FREE ORTHOPEDIC EXAM 
WITH STUDENT I.D.
(A $70 Value)
Student Discounts 
Headache/Back Relief 
Physical Therapy M odalities 
Licensed Massage Therapy
COVERED BY MOST INSURANCE
1411 Monterey St. 544-2545
W ASH ÍNGT# ^ N
DRUGS SPREADING EVEM-
«>
WHERE. PEOPLE SEARCHING 
FOR SOMETHING.
¥
S a t e l l it e s  p r o b in g  
SPACE. BILLIONS OF 
M IL E S  AWAY.
m a g ic  IN S ID E  OF 
EACH OF US. CAPACITY 
FOR ‘'M IR A C LES:
Mark Alan Stamaty
PEOPLE HATING each  
OTHER,k il l in g  EACH 
OTHER OVER RACE, 
MONET, TERRITORY, 
POWER.
TT
:V
Railniad Square
Monday-Thursdair:1l-8
Fríday-Saturday:t1-9
RECORDS. TAPIS &COs 
New & Used
CREATURES IN  N A T U R E  
DEVOUR EACH O T H ER . 
ALL PART OP THE STRUCTURE 
AND PROCESS OF NATURE
m r ■ ^
ARE WE INE)ITRICABLY 
e n t a n g l e d  in  A g r i m  
b a t t l e  f o r  Po w e r ,
WEALTH, survival,
d o m i n a n c e  ?  ^
CAN’T WE TALK TO 
EACH OTHER? CAN’T  
W E REASON? CAN’T 
WE COPE WITH OUR 
e m o t io n s  AND OUR 
BASIC N EED S?
y \
■ h .L
b il l io n s  o f  m il e s
OUT IN SPACE A  
SATELLITE PRoBES 
THE SECRETS OF LIFE.
WH>( A R E  
W E SO D U M B ? '
1817 B  Osos Street 
San Luis Obispo 
8 0 5 '5 4 3 '8 1 6 4
BIG MUSIC . BEST SELECTION AT THE LOWEST PRICES!
RECORDS, TAPES, & CD'S
few out-of-towners are lining up. 
The sales in San Jose are almost 
exclusively to local fans looking 
for any seat.
The brokers hoping to cash in 
on the World Series aren’t all 
local folks.
Golden Tickets in Dallas was 
charging $150 to $700 for San 
Francisco tickets, depending on 
the seats. Oakland tickets went 
for $175 to $600.
If you fail with brokers, try 
hooking up with people who 
place ads in newspapers hawking 
tickets — including one man ask­
ing $15,(X)0 for two tickets to all 
seven games. Another seller was 
offering four tickets and a limo 
ride, all for just $ 1,600 a game.
The $15,000 price is being ask­
ed by Bill Shine, a tax accoun­
tant, who had season tickets to 
both the Giants and A’s.
“ I’m getting so many calls I 
can’t believe it,” he said. “ No one 
has bought them yet but they 
don’t seem to be balking. If 
someone wants to, they can buy 
them.”
DON'T PAY
RENT
Qr«at Student Housing
Check out this newer 2 bedrm, 
1 1/2 bath home with 1 bedrm 
at each end of coach, Redwood 
deck, tree-shaded view. Close 
in SLO  park. Move in 
condition......... $29,950
ATTENTION POLY 
INVESTOR
Call today for an appointment 
to see this 3 bedrm, 2 bath house 
located on
Meinecke........$238,000
VISTA ASSOCIATES
A UAI UTAH COSPOMTIOM
1.104 M ill Street • San l,u i\ Obispo CA V140I 
tX«.S) .S44-7XX4
o
CLOTHING OUTLET
OCTOBER
LIQUIDATION
SALE!
We're Getting Rid Of 
Old Inventory To 
Make Room For 
New Inventory
90%
OF ALL
MERCHANDISE
REDUCED TO
$5
San Luis ObispoWHERE HIGUERA WEETS MAM ,H
426 Hitjuera 
541-29SS01*1 IM MON I 141 ll.fi • SAI 10fi»SUN II h
Santa MariaJUST DOWN EROM VA.'^ C^■■A..
2029 B So Broadway 
922-93090**1 N MON » Ml 1 1 G • r,AI • ; *,
i
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Young Chinese get military drills
Freshmen learn to shoot, throw grenades
BEIJING (AP) -  Beijing 
University freshmen will be 
taught how to shoot and throw 
hand grenades during special 
year-long military training pro­
gram that begins Thursday, an 
official newspaper said.
Camp and field training, mar­
ching in formation, and basic 
military knowledge also are on 
the curriculum, the Guangming 
Daily said Wednesday. It did not 
give details of the weapons train­
ing or say whether the students 
>ould use live ammunition.
■ Xinhua News Agency reported 
1^43 other colleges and univer­
sities would conduct special 
eight-week military and political
training courses, variously sen­
ding all or some of the students 
to military camps or inviting of­
ficers to campus.
Beijing University, whose stu­
dents helped lead the crushed 
pro-democracy movement in the 
spring, announced that its 
freshmen class would spend a full 
year in military training at the 
army academy in Shijiazhuang, 
190 miles south of Beijing.
University President Wu Shu- 
qing said Saturday it was an ex­
periment that had been planned 
well before the pro-democracy 
protests. He said experience had 
shown that military training was 
beneficial to students.
Most colleges already require 
one month of military training 
for freshmen, but it is usually 
restricted to parade-ground drills 
and basic military theory.
Xinhua quoted an unidentified 
official of the State Education 
Commission as saying the com­
mission drew up a plan in 1987 to 
send students at 10 key 
univerities, including Beijing 
University, for a “ relatively long 
period of military training.”
“ The plan failed because it was 
beyond the capacity of the ar­
my,” he said. But it was going 
ahead for Beijing University, he 
said, because students there were 
more “ disciplined.”
Car Running Ruff?
Have What You Need, 
The largest supply of foreign 
auto parts in the county
We've been in the same 
location fo r 21 years
350 Higuera • SI.O • 543 9557 • 434-1756 
Across from Ben I'ranklin's (I’ark Next d(H>r)
Classified
•••ETA KAPPA NU^** 
Initiates meetinq
fhur. Oct. 12 at 11am in Engr.ta s t i28
***SAM***
IT S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN THE
BUSIEST CLUB ON CAMPUS!!! 
COME & MEET THE CHAPTER ON 
THURSDAY 11 AM AG ENG. 123 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!
ASID
All Interior Des. students 
1st ASID mtg Thur. 11am 
HE RM 131
I.TS.
Industrial Technology Society 
meeting Thurs 11:00am in GRC rm104
■JEWISH CLUB
eets Every Thursday at 6pm IN 
■UU 216 COME & JOIN T t«  FUN ANY 
lUESTIONS CAL: LIZ 544-6402
POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
Final paybacks Oct. 19 
11-1pm Bldg 40
SCE MEETING
WM Oct 11,89 730pm btdg13 rm llS  
Guest speaker refreshments, club 
info don't miss out
*"WIN $100*"
DESIGN AMA'S NEW T-SHIRT ON AN 
APPLE MACINTOSH BY OCT 23. 1989 
CALL 541-5581 FOR DETAIS
ASIPROGRAMBOARDANNOUNCESTHE-
LOG
0
CONTEST'iPROGRAMBOARD&ITSaCOMM-
ITTEESRLOOKINGFORNEWLOGOSTHE
CONTESTISOPENTOALLCALPOLY-
STUDENTS
PICKUPAFLYERatTHEUUIN-
FODESKORTHE
LeRARYFRONTDESKFORTHEDETALSM
Attention Current Poly Pals 
Yte need your new A ^e sse s  and 
phone numbers Turn into the Univer­
sity Union Rm.217
KUNKEL
FOR COUNCIL
FOR A BETTER SOLUTION 543-5480
M ustang Daily 
C lassifieds
h a s  a  c o n v e n ie n t  d r o p  b o x
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
MEMORY & FORGETTING SEMINAR 
10-12PM CHASE HALL RM 101 
OCT 12TH 756-1256
Prints of Picasso, Monet, Van 
Gogh and others on sale next 
Monday thru Friday at El 
Corral bookstore-745am-430pm
R U HEALTHY^
and want to stay that way? Sign 
up for A WELLNESS PHYSICAL in the 
Health Center Free with health 
card- $20 without
RECYLE
Sell us your used paperbacks for 
$0.30 EAdetails at cust service 
counter-in El Corral Bookstore
STUDENT CALIF TEACHERS ASSOC.
is organizing a chapter at Cal 
Poly! Find out how you can join 
this pre-professional organiz­
ation that serves students who 
want to teach! Meet today, Oct. 12 
at 11am in BA&E 208.
CHRIS
HEWITT
HAPPY B-OAYIt 
HAVE A WR.0 ONEII
-YOUR FRIENDS AT THE MUSTANG DALY
CLEARANCE SÄLE 50«/. off all 1989 
Vttomen’s swimwear, The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach. Where beach wear is 
a year around business
GOODMAN
HAPPY 20th! 
LOVE-APT.C
ihdayI 
THE BEST G-3 EVER! 
Love, the Maries
Hey Pete
U hot to trot RA U might live 
under the Tnnity name but U R 
no saint ohiala give me moreüGNK
HOLYCOWITSWOW
WOW Faalitakx/stafl Wbrkshop 
Be There!UU220 Sat 10/28 1-3pm
Lonely? Need a Date?
Meet that speaal someone today'
Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335
WOW 30 RASTA REUNION-SAT 10/21 
DAi/E 546-0222 OR VERN 546-0727
ALPHA PHI
DESPITE THE UPS & 
DOWNS-WE LOVE TO 
TEETER-TOTTER!!
ATTENTION ALL SORORITIES: 
There are 27 SAE Pledges that can 
be your slave!
Auction Details will come later
CHI PLEDGES ARE 
ZETA TAU AWESOME!
Congratulations to the 
EPSILON CLASS 
of
Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations to Jodi Rosset 
on her engagement!!
Love. GAMMA PHI
CONGRATULATIONS
EOE
PLEDGE CLASS ON YOUR PINNING 
LETS MAKE THIS OUR BEST YEAR 
FROM YOUR SIG EP BROTHERS
DONT FORGET!
Pledge Orientation is Oct. 15th
at 7pm in Chumash Auditorium in
the UU. It's going to be a lot of
fun! So, be sure to come!______________
Gamma Phi
SOCCER IS ON THE BALL!
GET EXCITED!
Pledge Orientation is Oct 15th 
at 7pm in Chunrtash Auditorium in 
the UU. Three great Speakers will 
be there. So. be sure to come!
Ö I^ E R  O OMEGA
Meeting Today 5pm at Osos St Subs
The PIKES and AXO are hitting 
the road to MAGIC MOUNTAIN. We 
can’t wait.
TKE LITTLE
SISTER RUSH 
in all Its splendor • this week­
end. Be a Jane and call 543-1874.
TKE LITTLE SISTER RUSH '
Friday JuMie Party 8pm 
Saturday :1ekendales 6pm 
Tuesday Wine and CtvMse 7pm 
Call for rides and info:543-1874
MODEL MUGGING 
DEMONSTRATION 
MUSTANG LOUNGE 
OCT 25th 10am
SÄreTY IS CONTAGIOU^fi 
Oct. 2 ^ .  10-2pm UU PLAZA
STUDY ABROAD SLCESHOW/MEE^fiNG^ 
THURS OCT 12 11AM ^ P  T « ^ R E
VOLLEYBALL
Grass Doubles Tournament Saturday 
Sign up at UU Table Today $10 per 
team or call 543-2968 for info
Games A Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-8447
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
GUITAR LESSONS LEARN SONGS/OR 
THEORY ALL STYLES CALL 542-9540 
REFS. AVAILABLE___________________
RESUMES, Senior Projects & More! 
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
Academic word processing Rates 
from $2/page Resumes $10 Laser 
printer Marcy 541-4214
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692
Apple lIGS or Mac Computer Work 
laser printing, Graphics 528-5049
iyplng:1brm papers,Resumes.other. 
Kathy461-1031Days/eves(6-9p best)
SKI CLUB
SKI STEAMBOAT
Winter Break! Ski Steamboat with 
the Cal Poly Ski Club.Only $299. 
Deposits due Oct 19 Final ^ y m e n t 
due Nov.16.Reserve your trip now! 
More info in the UU Mon-Fri 10-2!
AVON-BUY/SELL
4 Christmas shopping days left 
Call Jana at 772-8549
CLERICAL POSITION AVAILABLE for 
person who has good organizational 
skills and likes to be busy 
714-261-7594
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16 .040 -$59 .^^r 
Now Hirino. Call (1 )805-687-6000 
Exi R-10061 for current federal list
KEY BOARDIST WkNTED Jazz and 
commercial expenerH:e req'd Must 
have professional equipment(ie DX7 
Rhodes) & must have transportaion 
The San Luis Jazz Band 481-3197
Summer mar>agement internship 
interviews now taking place 
Gain valuable experience manag­
ing a team of employees.customers 
arfo suppliers Successful appli­
cants will undergo extensive 
training Average summer earnings 
range $6-10.000 call ‘student 
painters' for information 
1-800-426-6441
Warehouse person-Copeland sports 
distribution center is now accept­
ing applications for part-time 
work hours 4-tom Mon-Fri Apply in 
person at 181 Suburban Rd SLO 
between 1 and 5 pm Mon-Fri.
STVKM On HW  CIRCLETS 
•WE EART34 YfirH A 200- 
1N04 TELESCOPE LENS.'
AÜGKE0 PERFECTL'i 
N\TX TME SUN. ‘WE 
MAGNI FMlKG LENS fOCUSES 
m . TERRIBLE SOLAR
... AND TRIES A CERTAIN 
ELEMENTAR'! SCHOOL
c l e a n  off tre map.'
NON MILO MANNEREO CAL'IIN 
HAS NO NEED TO DO HIS 
HOMEWORK EVER A&AIN.' 
LIBERT! PREVAILS.'
HOH9 30UR, 
HOMENORKj 
COMING, : 
CALVIN^ ’
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP wanted for 
successful printing Co./must be 
quick and personable 714-261-7594
WORK STUDY STUDENT NEEDED'
Clerical Asst 10-15 hrs/week 
Call Ext Ed Dept at X2053 for 
more details
WORK STUDY STUDENT NEEDeF~
Data entry, will train 10-15 hrs/ 
week Call Ext Ed Dept at X2053 
for more details
Would you like to offer discover 
credit cards? Are you available 
for only a few hours/week? If so, 
call 1-800-932-0528 ext 23 Will 
pay as much as $10,000/hr Only 10 
positions avail
2 TICKETS STONES/GUNS A ROSES 19 
OCT BEST OFFER 489-3666 LV.MSG
GENUINE DRAFT
NEON GUITAR $250 OBO 541-8862
1988 HONDA CBR 600 HURRICANE 
3 PIECE BRA, NEW RACE COMPOUND 
TIRES.BIKE COVER.SPARK ADVANCER 
NEW REGISTRATION.JUST SERVICED. 
$3900 OR BEST OFFER CALL JOE 
541-4898
WOMEN'S BIKE EX COND 12-SPEED 
NISHIKI U-LOCK $85 541-8095
1970 Porshe 914, white, new pain! 
tires. A upholstery, engine gd cond 
$3000 544-1048
81 MAZDA RX7 EXCELLENT 
CONDITION A/C.PWR WINDOWS.
5 SPEED. NEW PAINT, SUNROOF. 
LOOKS A RUNS GREAT $3995 OBO 
CALL 773-2107
ROOMMATE WANTED male or female 
OWN ROOM in 2 Bdrm House Right 
Downtown/walk to Farmer's Mkt 
Can move in immdiately non- 
smoker' Call Katherine 544-5577
Cedar Creek cotido tor rent 
oool laurxiry call 542-9220
Room for rent master BR Priv Bath 
sleep 2 $480/mo AV BCH. share w/2 
females call Eileen 595-7632
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO"» for Free 
List of all Least Expensive Houses 
^ condos for sale in SLO Call 
Steve Nelson 543-8370 -t- Leave 
message Farrell Smyth R'E
CCHfl»ON ADVERTt^aS
BUY 1 PIZZA GET 1 PIZZA FREE 
FATTE'S PIZZA A MD COUPONS
Business
Directory
SAN LUIS RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints, fast service 
546-0844
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
Resume Service in the UU 756-2848
RAR WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs 
LASER PRINTER/Studt.Rates By Appt
T»,
»
Ì.
V
Truck thief 
runs scared
No dead bodies, 
just empty casket
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. 
(AP) — A truck thief was ap­
parently stopped dead in his 
tracks when he discovered the 
vehicle was marked “ Human 
Remains, Extreme Care.“
The 24-foot rental truck, stolen 
early Monday from a casket 
company, was abandoned with 
its cargo, an empty shipping 
container for a corpse.
“ I think they saw ‘Human 
Remains' and said, ‘Oh, Lordy!’ 
“  said Hugh Allgood, owner of 
Flite-Rite Co. in Fort Lauderdale. 
“ A lot of people for some reason 
are scared of dead bodies.”
Pointing out that his company 
makes  ca ske t s .  Al lgood  
wondered about the thief’s 
motivation: “ What ... did they
think it would have in the back? 
Dead rish?”
Two similar trucks stolen from 
Hollywood and Fort Lauderdale 
this month were stripped of their 
tires and radios, said Ted Ship­
way, safety manager for Ryder 
Truck Rental in Fort Lauderdale.
Cops arrest man 
who thought loot 
bag was laundry
BOSTON (AP) -  For a brief 
moment, a man was $1 million 
richer, until police arrested him 
on a larceny charge for allegedly 
running off with a bag of money 
that fell from an armored car.
“ He said he thought it was a 
bag of laundry,” said police Of­
ficer Paul Painten, who, with an 
armored car guard, arrested the 
man Tuesday about 100 yards 
from where dozens of money 
bags fell from a truck onto the 
Broadway Bridge. '
Painten said the white pillow 
case-sized bag was marked Bank 
of Boston in black letters. A seal 
indicated it held $1,040,000.
Officials estimated that $S 
million in cash was in the bags 
being t ransported by the 
Berkshire Armored Car Service 
of Pittsfield.
8 Thursday , October 12,1989
• . *  '  v\V
Baubles and Bangles 
Jewelry Sale
October 9 -13
EIGsnoJÉ & B c x iI s lD te
BE READY 
FOR THE
cn
CU FFS  TEST 
PREMRATION 
GUIDE.
W*h word Fmblems 
and Graphs
f  samplas anó Practc* FioOWnw 
M y Tm i  Takmf Slraiap»«
ELM
Cliffs Test Preparation Guide 
can help you score higher. This 
easy-to-use guide gives you 
comprehensive preparation 
including practice tests, answers 
arxl thorough explanations. So 
make sure you’re ready for this 
important test, get a Cliffs Test 
Preparation Guide today.
Titles available for ACT, GED  
(5 vol.). G M AT.G RE. NTE. 
PSAT, SAT and ESSAY EXAM.
Always 10% savings 
on Cliffs Guides at 
El Corral Bookstore
El Gxial BookstDie
cims.
Old Country Deli
H om e o f  A w ard  Winning BBQ, Ribs, 
Jerky, H am s & Sausages M ade  
Fresh Every Tues. & W ed fr o m  ou r  
O riginal Recipes,
We have those special ingredients for your prize 
winning recipes -  from escargot to herbal mustard, 
tasty seasonings to spinach pasta, home-made 
salads and a great wine selection.
People’s Choice for Best Ribs ’84 • ’85 • ’86 • ’87 • ’88 
Judge’s and People’s Choice 1989
600 Marsh St. • San Luis Obispo • 541-2968
».•*V ' •
986 Monterey St. •  San Luis Obispo • MI-1129 
"SURFERS W O R KING  FOR SURFERS SINCE 1975 '
